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effortless travel, great incentives
Earn £10 for every Premium or Upper Class booking with Virgin Atlantic 
Win 1 of 2 x £500 shopping prizes on your T2 Rewards Card

11 day Essential China
Includes

• Return flights with Virgin Atlantic

• 11 day Essential China escorted tour, 
including 10 nights’ accommodation, 
services of an English speaking guide, 
various meals, selected sightseeing 
and all transfers

Valid for travel: 03 Jan - 28 Feb 17   

From £2,929PP

7 day Classic India
Includes

• Return flights with Virgin Atlantic

• 7 day Classic India escorted tour, 
including 6 nights’ accommodation, 
services of an English speaking guide, 
various meals, selected sightseeing 
and transfers

Valid for travel: 23 Apr 17   

From £989PP

5 nights Hong Kong
Includes

• Return flights with Virgin Atlantic

• 5 nights at 4* Harbour Plaza North 
Point

• FREE room upgrade

Valid for travel: 02 Jan - 15 Mar 17

From £629PP

3 nights Dubai
Includes

• Return flights with Virgin Atlantic

• 3 nights at 4* JA Ocean View Hotel, 
all inclusive

• FREE upgrade to half board

Valid for travel: 01 - 30 Sep 16   

From £699PP
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BRITISH HOLIDAYMAKERS are failing to financially prepare
for their holidays and are far more likely to stock up on last
minute toiletries than they are to check foreign exchange
rates or fees that might be charged to their credit or debit
cards according to new research carried out by the DCC
Forum.  
The findings also reveal that just 60% of Brits buy travel

insurance for their trips abroad, with this figure falling to
just 52% of 16 to 24 year olds, and that when on their
holidays, 56% of Brits make rough currency conversions in
their heads at the point of payment, with only 32% using an
app on their phone or a calculator. 
Perhaps as a result, one in nine Brits have been forced to

use their credit or debit card unexpectedly on holiday
because they had failed to budget properly and run out of
cash while on holiday, and more than half (57%) of those
surveyed have had to use their credit or debit card in some
sort of an emergency while on their holidays, with 13%
having to do so because of a medical emergency and 7%
because they were a victim of crime.  
The research also found that holidaymakers might have

different priorities when it comes to their summer
getaways. As we become more obsessed with how our
holidays look on social media, one in ten Brits said the first

thing they did on holiday was post a selfie on Instagram or
update their Facebook status, while 24% went out to find
the nearest bar and 25% would head directly for the beach
or jump in the pool. 
Carrying out its research in partnership with

CensusWide, the DCC Forum is the industry body that helps
holidaymakers understand the choices available to them
when they pay by credit or debit card abroad. Research
revealed that almost two thirds of British holidaymakers
now choose to make payments with their credit or debit
card while overseas. 
Jennifer Conneely, board member of The DCC Forum,

said: “It’s unsurprising that we all get a little bit overexcited
when it comes to our summer holidays. For many of us it’s
what we look forward to all year and we just can’t wait to
get to the beach or jump in the pool. With more
holidaymakers than ever using their credit or debit cards
abroad it’s important we ensure that everyone checks both
exchange rates and additional fees that they might be
charged by their bank or card provider before they head for
the airport. After all, there’s few things worse than a
holiday ruined by unexpected overspending and running out
of cash before you check out.”
For more information visit http://dccforum.com 

PICTURED CELEBRATING their third anniversary are team members from Emerald Waterways - from the left: Jeremy Shepherd, Catherine
Bulger, Jasmin Shaw and David Winterton. The company's sales managers are also celebrating 'on the road' by giving agents the chance to
win prizes including a Marriott Spa voucher for two. For details see emeraldwaterways.co.uk or call 0808-115 6269.  
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WARNER LEISURE Hotels has launched two new midweek entertainment breaks, the ‘Best of
British Party’ break which celebrates all things great about the British Isles and the ‘Jet Set
Generation’ break which takes guests on an epic journey around the world.
On the British Party break, guests can enjoy themed menus, cocktails and entertainment

inspired by all four corners of Britain. On the virtual journey to each country, guests will be
treated to Scottish and Irish themed shows, as well as comedy from Paul Boardman. They can
also dance to the Beatles' classics from Imagine The Beatles, enjoy a tribute to Katherine
Jenkins by Tamsin Killen and, on the final night, The Ship Band - a ceilidh band - will have
guests up on their feet.
If guests would rather venture around the world, the company has introduced ‘Jet Set

Generation’ which transports guests to four stylish cities including Paris, New York and Rome.
A four-night Best of British Party at Bodelwyddan Castle Hotel in North Wales, based on a

January 23, 2017 arrival, costs from £205 per person. Alternatively, guests can opt for a stay at
Bembridge Coast Hotel on the Isle of Wight for a four-night break, with prices from £175 based
on a January 9, 2017 arrival. Both prices are based on two adults sharing standard
accommodation with a Simply Dine Package.
For details see bourneleisuresales.co.uk or call 0330-100 9776. 

Golden Eagle Luxury Trains has introduced a
new tour travelling deep into the Arctic
Circle. Departing on June 15, 2017, the
journey takes in remote communities, wildlife
and serene forests. The summer solstice is
spent in the remote Norwegian Fjords, with
the wonder of the midnight sun experienced
on board a Rib on Bøkfjord. 
Onboard the hotel-on-wheels, passengers

can relax in the knowledge that every need
will be taken care of, from cabin attendants
on hand 24-hours a day to fine dining menus
and even an onboard doctor. A variety of on-
board activities are on offer such as lectures
on local history and vodka tasting sessions. 
The 12-day adventure begins in Moscow

where guests can enjoy a two-night stay at
the Ritz-Carlton and a tour of the city’s metro
stations which pay testament to Socialist art.
They will then travel by rail to the historic
‘Golden Ring’ city of Vladimir, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site and on to Suzdal, one of
Russia’s most perfectly preserved walled
cities. Returning to Moscow that evening,
they will climb aboard the Golden Eagle train
and begin the rail journey to Petrozavodsk
and on into the Arctic. 

The White Nights are the 80 or so
evenings between May and July, when the
city emerges from the darkness and
celebrates the return of nearly round-the-
clock daylight. Whilst in St Petersburg a tour
of the key sights takes in St Isaac’s
Cathedral and Nevsky Prospect, with time to
enjoy the atmosphere of White Nights
season. On the penultimate day guests can
enjoy a guided tour of Catherine’s Palace in
Pushkin and the Hermitage Museum, the
former Winter Palace of the Tsars which
houses the royal art collection with over
three million works. 
Prices start from £7,995 per person based

on two sharing in Silver Class, including two
nights in Moscow, five nights on board
Golden Eagle, two nights in Kirkenes and
two nights in St Petersburg: including all
meals, wine, beer and soft drinks, fully
guided off-train excursions programme,
porterage throughout, arrival and departure
transfers, the services of a Tour Manager
and gratuities. Flights are extra. 
Call 0161 928 9410 or visit
goldeneagleluxurytrains.com for 
further details. 
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VISITORS heading to the North East this autumn for the region’s largest free public art trail are being
encouraged to extend their stay at a top hotel. From September 19 to November 29, streets, parks and
open spaces across Tyneside and Gateshead will be home to Great North Snowdogs; a trail of 60 large
and 95 mini sculptures, inspired by the Raymond Briggs story, The Snowman and The Snowdog. The
1.5m-high Snowdog sculptures will be individually decorated by professional artists and celebrities
and a trail map, app and website will lead visitors from popular tourist destinations to lesser known
areas of the region, along the route covered by the Metro system and other public transport. During
the course of the event The Hilton Garden Inn Hotel in Sunderland is offering a 20% discount on its
best available rate, subject to availability. To book email enquiries@hgisunderland.com and for details
on the event see greatnorthsnowdogs.co.uk

New entertainment breaks from Warner Leisure Hotels 

Golden Eagle journeys to the land of the midnight sun for 2017 

Jet2.com bans
morning sale of

alcohol in bid to clamp
down on unruly

passengers
JET2.COM HAS further
bolstered its commitment
to tackle disruptive and
abusive behaviour by
banning the sale of alcohol
on board before 08:00 on
all morning flights. 

The company is calling
for airports and retailers
to follow its lead to trade
responsibly and similarly
ban alcohol sales before
08:00BST, and is
encouraging industry
partners to support the
call for fully sealed bags
for alcohol purchased in
airports to prohibit the
illegal consumption of
personal alcohol before
and during flights.

Phil Ward, the carrier's
managing director, said:
“We have decided to take
positive action to allow the
millions of customers and
families who fly with us to
travel with confidence and
have a great experience.
We believe that stopping
sales of alcohol before
08:00BST on our morning
flights is an effective way
to ensure everyone has an
enjoyable and comfortable
journey. We understand
that we’re the first of the
European airlines to take
this bold step and call
upon industry partners in
airports to also trade
responsibly.”

The announcement
further supports the
airlines' Onboard Together
campaign which aims to
reduce incidences of
disruptive behaviour on its
flights. The initiative has
seen more than 500
passengers refused travel
with more than 50 of these
given lifetime bans since it
was launched last year.

What are your views?
Take our online poll at
travelbulletin.co.uk/travel-
bulletin-poll
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Including
Club Europe seats 
UK airport lounges 
Private transfers

Princesa Yaiza Suite Hotel Resort 
LANZAROTE

from 
£1,476pp

When your hotel suite is 
your destination, arrive in 

style in Club Europe

PERSONALISED LUXURY,  TAILOR-MADE FOR YOUR CLIENTS
CONTACT OUR EXPERT TEAM 0800 008 7288  www.classic-collection.co.uk

October prices based on 2 sharing a junior suite 
with ocean view for 7 nights on a b&b basis

      11:52
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Celebrity Cruises launches new
Celebrity Escapes city break packages
AGENTS KEEN to offer holidaymakers the chance to make
the most of life at sea without compromising on time spent
exploring on land can enjoy the best of both worlds with the
new cruise and city stay ‘Celebrity Escapes’ packages from
Celebrity Cruises.

Available to book via the call centre, guests can choose
to extend their holiday by three nights to destinations
across Europe and America. 

The packages include flights from London to the
departure port city destination; a three-night, pre-cruise
stay in a city centre hotel, including breakfast; a full day,
fully guided tour of the city’s highlights with lunch; a half-
day fully guided tour and farewell dinner; free classic
drinks package; dedicated hospitality desk in hotels; and all
airport and seaport transfers. 

Sarah Harraghy, the line's commercial sales director UK
and Ireland, said: “We pride ourselves on continually
offering our agent partners new and exciting products to
sell to their luxury clients. These new packages will give
holidaymakers the opportunity to really immerse
themselves in all of the destinations that we sail to. We
have chosen the locations based on feedback from agents
and destinations that are already extremely popular among
our guests, and we are looking forward to adding new cities
in the near future.”

As an example of prices, a three-night Venice city stay
and nine-night Greek Isles Cruise on Constellation leads in
at £2,549 per person, based on two sharing an ocean view
stateroom. 
For more information or to book see cruisingpower.co.uk or
call 0800-240 4256.

VIRGIN TRAINS has passed the halfway point in its fleet improvement programme on the east coast.
The new-look trains include leather seats and mood lighting in First Class with red cloth seats in
Standard. The refurbishment programme, which is part of a £40million pledge the company made
when it started operating on the east coast, also includes new carpets and fittings. 

August 26 2016

Luton extends free
Wi-Fi offer 

PASSENGERS FLYING
through Luton Airport (LLA)
can now receive up to four
hours of free Wi-Fi.  
To complement the

extended period of free Wi-
Fi, passengers can now also
charge their electronic
devices for free at the
airport, following its
partnership with Chargebox
to provide free secure
mobile charging stations. 
Located in the departure

lounge, the two charging
stations offer a simple two-
step 'Connect & Lock' process
to ensure that passengers
can travel with a full battery
and peace of mind. 
The changes are just

some of the ways that LLA is
transforming the passenger
experience through the
airport’s £110million
redevelopment.
Visit transforminglla.com
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AVALON WATERWAYS has launched a free
upgrade offer worth more than £1,100 per
person on all 2017 European river cruises. 

Customers making a booking before
September 30 are eligible for an automatic
stateroom upgrade on any 2017 departure,
which applies to all the company's ships in
the European fleet.

David Binns, the company's head of
product, said: “Our staterooms with
panoramic windows provide an additional
feeling of freedom, space and comfort, and
we are delighted to offer even more guests
the opportunity to experience this truly
unique river cruise experience with our new
upgrade offer.”

As examples of prices, an eight-day
‘Paris to Normandy’ cruise leads in at
£1,945 per person, representing a saving of
£669 per person, while an 11-day

'Legendary Danube' cruise costs from
£2,399, representing a saving of £1,185.
To book or for further information call 0800-
668 1801 or see avaloncruises.co.uk

Last minute savings from Acacia Africa
ACACIA AFRICA is running a Summer Overland Sale with
discounts of up to 25% on selected August and September
overland departures when booked by August 31. 

The promotion incorporates four of the operator’s new
itineraries including the seven-day Kruger Swazi & Beach,
12-day Coast Lesotho & Cape Town, 19-day Kruger to Cape
Town and 40-day Southern African Adventure.

The company's camping overland tours are strictly
targeted at travellers aged between 18 and 39 years, and
the latest itineraries cover Southern Africa, with cultural
and adventure-based activities in Swaziland and Lesotho a
main feature on the tours.

Customers can save 15% (£48 per person) on a seven-
day Kruger, Swazi & Beach break which departs on
September 17. Prices are from £277 per person including
transport, camping accommodation, most meals and the
services of a tour leader/driver.

The operator is also running an early bird booking
promotion on 26 of its East Africa focused overland
itineraries, with a saving of 15% on departures from
October through to December.

As an example, clients can save 15% (£389) on a 41-day
Cape Town to Kenya itinerary, with prices from £2,206.  
To book or for details call 020-7706 4700 or see acacia-
africa.com 
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MAFLA MADE...Hugo Mafla (second from left), from the Compare
Travel Group, celebrates completing his two-week training course
for new members with The Global Travel Group at the
consortium’s dedicated training centre in Chester. Pictured with
Hugo is the consortium's Louise Baxendell (left), Rob Griffiths and
Lezli Flaherty. 

Advantage celebrates members' successes at debut event 
ADVANTAGE IS holding a standalone event celebrating members and their successes.

The Big Celebration Lunch will take place on Friday September 30 at Grange, City
London from 12:00 until 16:00. Nominated members will be invited to the lunch, as well
as business partners and members from the Advantage team.

The winners will be chosen by a mixture of members, business partners and an
independent board panel, and around 15 awards will be given on the day.

Colin O’Neill, the consortium's business development director, said: “We are
delighted to celebrate and give our valued members the recognition they deserve. This
prestigious event is about celebrating our collective success with our members and
business partners with a range of awards including ‘Best Agent’ in both leisure and
business travel categories and an ‘Outstanding Achievement Award’. We expect more
than 200 members and business partner colleagues to attend the lunch.”

TSJ marks 25th
birthday with new offer
TRAVEL STAFF Journeys is
celebrating its 25th
anniversary by offering 25%
off to anyone taking out a
policy by the end of
September for travel at any
time up until January 2018.
The company, which

launched in 1991, provides
fully comprehensive travel
insurance exclusively to
members of the UK travel
industry, with a range of
products and policies
available and annual policies
starting from £13.77 or single
trip cover from £2.51. 
Family policies offer free

cover for children (unlimited
dependent children and two
non-dependent children),
while deluxe policies offer
free car hire excess cover. 
All policies include up to

£10million medical cover,
while the standard and
deluxe policies offer cover
for cancellation or
curtailment and personal
belongings.
To take advantage of the

offer, visit
staffjourneys.co.uk and
enter the promo code
TSJ25P.

Free upgrade on select itineraries from Avalon Waterways
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New flexible offering from Voyager
Insurance Services 
VOYAGER INSURANCE Services, which offers
commission to agents selling policies, has launched a
new travel insurance product designed specifically for
international and expatriate residents worldwide.

GlobalVoyager is a flexible and comprehensive ‘UK
style’ international travel insurance solution available
for individuals, families and groups of expats and
international citizens travelling on leisure or business
from virtually anywhere. 

The company's deputy managing director, Carl Carter,
said: “To date many brokers and intermediaries have
been missing many valuable sales opportunities due to
not having a comprehensive ‘UK’ style international and
expat travel insurance product. 

“The few products available elsewhere tend to be
inflexible or restricted to medical-only cover and don’t
offer the range of ‘UK style’ non-medical covers much
needed by the conscientious traveller.” 

As well as providing emergency medical expenses,
evacuation and assistance benefits, GlobalVoyager offers
additional optional benefits that can be added to any
policy to tailor it to the needs of the customer.

These include optional enhanced travel benefits such
as baggage, legal expenses and personal liability;
optional cancellation, curtailment and abandonment
benefits; optional winter sports activities and benefits;
and optional action or action plus for adventure sports
activities.
For more information or to make a booking see
voyagerinsurance.com, email enquiries@voyagerins.com
or call 01483-562662. 

WARNER LEISURE Hotels’ new 2017 preview brochure has
landed with the company's top 500 agents, featuring offers and
information on new breaks, entertainment, activities, new
bedroom suites and other developments. 

Featuring details of breaks from September to the end of
September 2017, the brochure includes a number of early
booking offers for breaks booked before September 30 including
the exclusive chance for guests to save a guaranteed 50% off all
rooms throughout 2017.  

Customers booking before September 30 are also eligible for
low deposits of £35 per person, a £20 saving per person off
seven-night breaks in 2017, a ‘Cheeky Bonus’ of a £20 per
person saving on a new 2016 break when a 2017 break is
booked at the same time, an extra £10 off when booking a 2017
group booking for between three and 19 guests, no single
supplements on thousands of rooms in 2017 and free ferry
travel on selected dates.

On top of the early booking discounts, agents can save their
clients up to an extra £160 with a choice of three multi-booking
offers for breaks in 2017: book two breaks and save £40 off the
total cost, book three breaks and save £90 or book four breaks
and save £160 off the total cost. 

The offers are only available when customers book all breaks
in one transaction. 

Prices for a three-night weekend break at Lakeside Coastal
Village, Hampshire start from £138 per person arriving on
January 6, 2017, based on two adults sharing standard accommodation inclusive of the Simply Dine package (English
and continental buffet breakfast and three-course evening meals), including the 50% early booking offer.
To book call 0330-100 9776 and quote TRADEPREVIEW to secure the offer.

2017 preview brochure from WLH features new offers, breaks & entertainment 
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WAS READING that the Foreign
Office has warned holidaymakers about the
techniques used by hustlers to steal

passports after more than 21,000 British tourists
lost or had theirs stolen abroad last year. A new
passport costs £72.50 while an emergency one is
£100. The four most common scams include
someone posing as an official or police officer and
asking to look at your passport before walking off
with it or being pick-pocketed by distraction.
Thieves also target hotel front desks while
holidaymakers are busy. I have noticed how
passports are just left on the desk - I always keep
hold of mine and hand it over.
I want to say a big ‘thank you’ to Carl at JTA

Cruise Dept. I rang about a Caribbean cruise and, as
I’m not big on cruising, he was so helpful and
informative - thank you Carl.
Bet you don’t know the top most dangerous cities

in the world. Well, they include parts of Mexico,
Brazil, Johannesburg, Durban, Cape Town, Kingston
in Jamaica and New Orleans (I love NCIS Los
Angeles and New Orleans) in USA to name but a few,
but Caracus in Venezuela is the most murderous in
the world, Honduras second, El Salvador third and
Acapulco fourth...thankfully they are not the top
destinations for holidaymakers!
Thinking of having a Yorkshire Xmas Party on

December 1, at the Village Hotel, Junc 28 M62.
There will be a three course festive dinner with half
a bottle of wine per person, DJ, disco and group with
Mardi Gras/Xmas theme. Any operators wanting to
take a table email me on
s.murray922@btinternet.com - Let’s get some more
money raised for the animal charities!
‘You only fail when you stop trying’ and ‘Cut out

any toxic friends you have. They will never change,
and you don’t need that negativity’.

by SANDRA MURRAY
in Normanton, Yorkshire

To respond to any 
of Sandy’s comments email 

lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 

newsbulletin
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Normanton...
Notes from

•   NEW BROCHURE: Experience Switzerland Ski
Holidays & Winter Dreams 2016/17

•   Win a four-night stay for two people, at the
Macdonald Monchique Resort & Spa 

•   Win a five-night stay for two at the Daois Cove
Luxury Resort & Villas, plus a bottle of Veuve
Cliquot Champagne.

Visit www.travelbulletin.co.uk for details
on the above websclusives.

NEWS BITES
�  OCEAN MARKETING has been appointed as the representative
office to assist in developing tourism arrivals from European
markets to the Pitcairn Islands, located in the South Pacific Ocean.
Details at visitpitcairn.pn

�  COMBINING TRADITIONAL family fun with multi-media
interaction, SunConnect Kolymbia Star, Rhodes and SunConnect
Grand Ideal Premium, Turkey have introduced group digital hunts
to find the Pokémon Go fantasy monsters. Free to join and hosted
by a ConnectScout –a holiday host who runs fun activities – guests
can discover the hotel while tracking down the characters.

�  THE TREADRIGHT FOUNDATION, which was created as a joint
initiative between The Travel Corporation’s (TTC) family of brands,
has partnered with Just A Drop to bring clean and safe water to
three villages in the Kralanh District of Cambodia. 

�  BRUSSELS' HOTEL Amigo, a Rocco Forte Hotel, has announced its
involvement with Brussels Gallery Weekend which takes place
from September 8-11. The event marks the start of the gallery
season with a programme of exhibitions, panel discussions and
tours of the city’s contemporary art galleries and institutional 
art venues. 

�  SECRET ESCAPES has taken the next step in its global growth
strategy with the announcement that it has expanded operations
into France (under the name Evasions Secrètes) and three markets
in Eastern Europe – Slovakia, Hungary and the Czech Republic
(under the name Travelist).
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AGENT TRAINING
TIPTO has launched a new training
incentive offering three agents the
chance to win £100 Love2Shop

vouchers. To be in with a chance of
winning, agents need to complete
all 18 supplier training modules by
August 31, including two new
modules from Shearings and

Holiday Extras, to earn ‘five star
status’ and will be automatically
entered into the prize draw.  For

details see tipto.co.uk 

9www.travelbulletin.co.uk

TRADE TREAT...To celebrate the launch of Monarch’snew trade website, two agents each won a two-nightstay in Lisbon. Pictured is one of the winners - KeithLeadbitter from Inspire in Bramhall with Monarch'snational account manager, Karen Woods.

Booking incentives
� DFDS is offering agents Love2Shop
vouchers as part of its group travel
incentive. Agents making a booking for a
group of at least ten passengers on the
Newcastle-Amsterdam route for any time
this year will be eligible to receive a £20
voucher. To claim, send the booking number,
name and ABTA number to
loves.travelagents@dfds.com 

� In partnership with Virgin Atlantic, Delta
Air Lines and Visit California, Gold Medal is
giving agents the chance to win a nine-night
holiday to California, including exclusive
tickets to the Coachella Valley Music and
Arts Festival, a $1,000 shopping spree and a
luxury spa break. Agents will also receive
double Farebank Rewards on selected US
package bookings. For a chance to win,
agents must make a new booking including
flights and three nights’ minimum
accommodation to the US before September
18. Packages including flights with Virgin
Atlantic or Delta Air Lines and/or
accommodation in California will receive one
additional entry into the prize draw. Agents
should email the booking references to
win@goldmedal.co.uk to register their
entry.

� Titan is giving agents the chance to receive
a £50 Love2Shop voucher for every 2016
booking made - and agents will also be
entered into a grand prize draw for the
chance to win a Black Friday shopping
weekend, with £500 to spend and a hotel
stay for two. Agents making a 2017 booking
will also be rewarded with a £10
Love2Shop voucher and be entered into the
Black Friday draw. To enter, send your
name, ABTA number and booking reference
to agentincentives@titantravel.co.uk within
seven days of making the booking. Details at
titanagents.co.uk

� Shearings Holidays is giving agents the
chance to earn £25 per passenger in
Love2Shop vouchers for every 2017 river
cruise booking made before August 31.
Agents must send their completed forms by
September 12 to
sales.support@shearings.com with ‘Plain
Sailing’ in the title. 

agentbulletin
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VIRGIN ATLANTIC has introduced bespoke
aromatherapy on board as part of a new
package of relaxation products to help
customers get the best sleep. 
The airline has partnered with British

beauty brands ‘de Mamiel’ and ‘This Works’
to introduce a unique two-step
aromatherapy kit to its Upper Class cabin,
and is the first airline to introduce
‘Headspace’ on board – a series of
mindfulness videos to help customers feel
happier and healthier when flying. 
All customers travelling in Upper Class

will be provided with a hot towel infused
with oils and created exclusively for Virgin
Atlantic by de Mamiel. The blend of oils will
vary on day and night flights to ensure
customers feel a calming sense of
wellbeing at the start of their flight, and
revived and ready for their adventures upon
landing. Overnight flight travellers will also
be provided with a deep sleep pillow spray
from This Works, clinically proven to
improve sleep quality and aid a better, more
restful night’s sleep.

The new aromatherapies are
complemented by a range of on board
mindfulness films designed by the
popular app ‘Headspace’. The set of 13
films – available on the inflight
entertainment – provide techniques to
help customers sleep effectively on 
a plane – whether they are sitting up or
lying down.
Annee de Mamiel, founder of de

Mamiel, said: “I was delighted to create
these bespoke blends to help passengers
have a rejuvenating or relaxing experience
when they travel. ‘Enliven’ is the perfect
wake-me-up, with a combination of
calming lavender, uplifting bergamot,
refreshing sweet orange and soothing
ylang ylang. The immune-boosting,
soothing blend, ‘High Altitude’, is
designed to help support a relaxed, calm
journey and contains a combination of
lavender, eucalyptus, fragonia, lemon
myrtle and peppermint oil. These blends
ensure you arrive at your destination
calm, revived and relaxed."
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IN THE BAG ...Travel
Counsellor Keith Butler from
Dartford in Kent was a recent
winner of Travel Bulletin's Su
Doku puzzle, and picked up a
£50 M&S voucher. For your
chance to win, complete the
puzzle on page 11.

Mercury Holidays issues 2016/17 Escorted Tours brochure  
MERCURY HOLIDAYS has launched its latest escorted tours brochure for 2016/17
featuring ten new tours. 
As examples, they include a ten-day Java and Bali option in Indonesia from £1,395 per

person; a 14-day 'Glorious China' itinerary from £1,395; an eight-day Alaskan Coastal
Cruise from £1,395; an 11-day Botswana, Zambezi & Cape Town option from £2,399; and
an eight-day 'Historic Cyprus' itinerary from £629.
The company's agency sales administrator assistant, Andrew Jones, said: “Given the

continual success of our unique itineraries, we are proud to introduce our new Escorted
Tours brochure, which now includes an additional ten tours to captivating destinations
across the globe.
"From cliff-clinging medieval villages in Sardinia and Corsica, the cinematic

landscapes carved by gargantuan glaciers upon an Alaskan Coastal Cruise and a
fascinating Chobe National Park safari in Botswana, our carefully mapped tours offer a
wealth of unforgettable experiences.”
For details see mercuryholidays.co.uk

Virgin Atlantic introduces sleep aids to help with jet lag

Less than a week left
to submit business
plans for free AITO

membership 
TO MARK its 40th
anniversary, The
Association of Independent
Tour Operators (AITO) is
offering a one-off
promotion for free
membership. 

AITO Next Generation
encourages entrepreneurs
to enter the world of
specialist tour operating
and is designed to attract
new start-ups and
fledgling specialists alike. 

The project will involve a
pitch to the association's
council, similar to the TV
programme Dragons' Den,
to win a year’s free Protégé
membership. 

Those interested are
encouraged to submit their
business plan now, prior to
the pitch presentation
which will take place next
month. 

Interested parties
should obtain details and
an application form
(required by August 31) by
emailing bharat@aito.com 
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Where Am I?

Built on the spot where Emperor Alexander II was
assassinated in March 1881, this five-domed structure took

24 years to build and offers an interior decorated with
7000sq.m of mosaics. Following decades of neglect during
the Soviet era, painstaking restoration began in the 1970s

and took 27 years to complete.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, September 1st. Solution and new puzzle

will appear next week.

The winner for 5th August is Rosemary Clark ,  Travel

Counsellors in London.

August 5 Solution: A=8    B=6    C=5    D=4

Number: 032

Across 
1. Flag carrier based in Tokyo, initially (3)
3. Celtic language of the Highlands and Islands (6)
7. City host of the Palio (5)
8. One of the Loose Women, ___ Sawalha (5)
9. Airline alliance (4)
10. Haleakala National Park is located on this

Hawaiian island (4)
12. Popular Corfu resort (4)
14. Seaside walkway, in short (4)
17. Five star hotel on London's Strand (5)
18. French city on the Eurostar route (5)
19. European country with a blue and white 

flag (6)
20. Canberra is located here, initially (3)

Down 
1. First British golfer to win Olympic gold (6,4)
2. City in Yorkshire (5)
3. Radio and TV presenter, ___ Norton (6)
4. Sicily's famous volcano (4)
5. Asian country (5)
6. Character from The Office now in a movie

about Life on the Road (5,5)
11. The largest town in County Kerry (6)
13. State capital of Delaware (5)
15. Hotels and Resorts chain with a Spanish HQ

(5)
16. Flows through Newcastle (4)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
Please see page 28

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

03
2

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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Industry
Insight by...

Who moved my cheese? The importance of adapting to change …
By Gemma Antrobus, AITO Agents Chairman

THE PESSIMIST complains about the wind, the optimist expects it to change, but the realist adjusts the
sail. So how realistic are you and are you ready to change? Working in the travel industry at the moment
is like standing in a wave pool. No sooner have you fallen over, stood up and regained your balance, than

another wave comes to knock you down again, and the cycle goes on.
Travel dovetails with so many other elements in our lives and issues around the world. Be it events in politics,

economics, finance, culture, the natural world, the weather, crime and terrorism, plus many more. Look how
many unknowns we have to deal with, which could at any point affect our clients’ holiday plans. Is there another
commodity or service industry that is so ‘fraught with uncertainty’?

The changing events over the past few months have tested our resilience, patience and our persistence as
travel designers. I don’t know if any of you have read Spencer Johnson’s little book Who Moved My Cheese, about
two little mice Sniff and Scurry and two mini humans Hem and Haw who all live in a maze and are on the never
ending search for the next pile of cheese, in order to survive. It’s a motivational tale written in the style of a
parable or business fable, but the key messages in the book are:

Change happens: They keep moving the cheese
Anticipate change: Get ready for the cheese to move
Monitor change: Smell the cheese often so you know when it is getting old
Adapt to change quickly: The quicker you let go of old cheese, the sooner you can enjoy new cheese
Change: Move with the cheese
Enjoy change! Savour the adventure and enjoy the taste of new cheese!
Be ready to change quickly and enjoy it again: They keep moving the cheese

The book has come under some criticism in recent years, but I tend to think it emulates our jobs in travel as
being the most flexible and adaptable under any circumstances, whilst still being brave enough to take the
occasional risk. As Charles Darwin wrote ‘It is not the strongest of the species that survives, not the most
intelligent, but the one who is most responsive to change.’ Is that you? Because whilst in life change is inevitable,
in business change is vital and to survive we must constantly adapt.

The secret of change is to focus not on fighting the old, but on building the new. Do you continually research
and visit new destinations to propose to your clients? Are you ahead of your competitors, or do you follow their
trends? Do you foster new relationships with agents and operators alike? Are you evolving your personal
development and skills training plans?

Within AITO, we have a very strong partner relationship between the AITO Agents, Operators and Affiliate
partners, which gives us the ability to access alternative products, services and destinations when someone
moves the pesky cheese!

bulletinbriefing
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Dedicated 2017/18 Japan brochure from Japan Links Travel
JAPAN LINKS Travel, part of China Links, has launched its first dedicated Japan brochure for 2017/18. 
The launch coincides with a new website, product and sales team plus new agent training, and features a total of 14

tours including group, self-guided and self-drive.
The company also specialises in tailor-made travel and private tours to offer complete flexibility. 
Group tour prices start from £2,899 per person, including flights, for a nine-day Essential Japan option, while a nine-

day, self-guided Classic Japan costs from £2,300.
The operator's UK sales manager, Charlie Cooper, said: "Our new Japan brochure and product team will give our trade

partners much greater choice and flexibility in selling Japan - a destination that is firmly back in favour. We now have a
great choice of tours and tailor-made options for all tastes and budgets." 
For details on the training agents can visit chinalinkstravel.co.uk/agents

FUNWAY HOLIDAYS has launched its new
Mexico & Caribbean 2017 brochure - the
company's first standalone brochure.
The operator has expanded its

Caribbean programme with 15 new
destinations, including the popular
islands of Antigua, St. Lucia, Grenada
and Jamaica, together with the smaller
islands of St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Vincent &
the Grenadines, Bahamas, Nassau and
Turks & Caicos islands.  
The brochure also features more

than 50 new hotels which have been
added, including the four-star Warwick
Paradise Island Bahamas, a new all-
inclusive, adult-only resort opening in
autumn and a new four-star Waves

Hotel & Spa by Elegant Hotels, West
Coast, an all-inclusive hotel which
opened last month. 
To celebrate the launch, the company

is hosting ten events across the UK in
partnership with Virgin Atlantic, Visit
Barbados and Elite Island Resorts, with
the chance for agents to win holidays for
two to the Caribbean including flights and
accommodation. 
The 140-page brochure is valid for

travel up to December 31, 2017 and has a
lead-in price of £599 per person for seven
nights in Barbados staying at the 
three-star Halcyon Palm with Virgin
Atlantic flights, based on a September 
12 departure. 

newsbulletin

THE THREE-STAR Hotel Dolomiti in Italy’s Lake Garda region is offering a three-night, bed-and-breakfast
break in September from £46.53 per person, per night based on two sharing. The regular winds that blow
on the lake make it an ideal location for sailing, windsurfing and kite surfing, and sailing clubs are found
in the towns and villages dotted along the shoreline, with many offering an officially accredited sailing
school where beginners can try their hand at a variety of sports. For details see lagodigardaveneto.com  

Malaysia Airlines offer
from Touchdown

TOUCHDOWN IS running 
a new offer with Malaysia
Airlines, with return
Economy fares from £249
and Business Class fares
from £1,279 including
taxes direct to Kuala
Lumpur and beyond. 
New routes include

Australia and New
Zealand from £399, and
the company also has
deals on hotels
throughout Malaysia. 
For details or to book see
touchdown.co.uk or call
01293-425000. 

Mini launch from
Travel 2

TRAVEL 2 HAS teamed up
with Virgin Atlantic and
Etihad to launch its
Summer Sun mini
brochure to support agents
with last minute sales. The
50-page edition offers
summer savings with
holidays from £439 per
person to destinations
including the Caribbean,
Florida, Middle East, Indian
Ocean and Asia.
See travel2.com for 
more information. 

FOLLOWING THE SUCCESS of its
inaugural Friday Night Out package
in London, SuperBreak has extended
the package to cities around the UK. 
The package combines

accommodation, dinner and
nightclub access or bar discounts

for £65 per person, and is ideal 
for groups of friends and the 
groups market. 
Locations now available include

Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds,
Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle

and Nottingham, and each package
includes a night’s breakfast
accommodation, a bottle of Prosecco
in the room on arrival, a three-course
evening meal and VIP nightclub entry
or nightlife vouchers with discounts
at Slug and Lettuce bars. 

Debut Caribbean launch for 2017 from Funway Holidays

SuperBreak extends Friday Night Out package to cities across the UK 
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Tracking your visitors' online behaviour – it all
sounds a bit sinister, but many travel brands
regard it as the key to success.

It's a way of guaranteeing that your website visitors
are getting to where they want to be with as few clicks
as possible, giving them the best user experience they
can have. After all, stats show us that 88% of online
consumers are less likely to return to a site after a
bad experience.
Back in the day, all us travel marketers had to go

on were simple counters that track the number of
visitors – now we have tools that can record an
incredible amount of key data i.e. buttons clicked,
page scrolls and even eye movements. The availability
of this data means we have no excuses but to provide
our customers with the best possible user experience
(UX) when they land on our site. A good UX can:

• Increase sales and online conversions
• Improve brand perception
• Improve Google search rankings
• Reduce customer dissatisfaction
• Reduce the costs of development and support

So why is it that UX design i.e. building your
website based on how your users have interacted with
it in the past, so good for business?
1. It brings the best out of your content
Designing your website with aesthetics in mind
doesn't just make for a better first impression, it also
gives you a leg-up on similar brands who are not
making user-led decisions. Adobe found that given 15
minutes to consume content, two-thirds of people
would rather read something beautifully designed
than something plain.
2. It encourages you to put mobile first
When you're on a mobile device, you want to be able
to get to the desired part of the website in as few
clicks as possible. UX design ensures that mobile isn't
an afterthought. A good thing too as mobile devices
now account for nearly two of every three minutes
spent online, according to comScore.
3. It helps streamline your website
Consumers expect to be able to navigate around a
website without delay. As such, slow-loading websites
cost retailers £1.73billion in lost sales each year,
eConsultancy discovered. Tracking your visitors'
online behaviour allows you to see where time is
being wasted and where corners can be cut –
information which can then be incorporated into the
design of your website, speeding it up accordingly.
Did you know that 47% of website visitors check out

a company's products/services page before looking at
any other sections of the site? To find out the unique
behaviours of your visitors, you'll need to find the
right tracking software.

DIGITAL DIALOGUE
Why tracking online behaviour is so important for
travel brands

Clicky Media research finds video has
most impact on potential holidaymakers
CLICKY MEDIA has advised that advances in video
technology and the increase in demand for people to see
exactly where they are going has the most influence on
people’s decision to book a holiday.
Speaking at the Global Travel Group Conference earlier

this year in Dubai, Oliver Yeates - CEO of the digital
marketing travel company, highlighted that 67% of people
use video to help them choose a destination, while 50% of
travellers engage with videos online before they decide
where to go on holiday.
Marking a move away from text heavy websites, internet

users are often missing key content that companies may be
trying to get across to potential customers. However, recent
developments in browser technology and increases in
average connection speeds has meant that businesses can
now push video and photographic content to the max when
building and creating websites.
Yeates said: “This engaging content means that websites

and in turn, holiday destinations, can now truly be brought
to life. Using beautiful imagery and compelling video
content you can capture your audience’s attention and, if
you get the quality right, turn visitors into customers.”
For further information visit clicky.co.uk
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CUNARD IS bringing a new virtual reality experience to agents so
that they can experience Queen Mary 2 through Virtual Reality
viewers. Following the line’s investment of around £90million in
remastering the vessel, the VR initiative is part of its ongoing
commitment to support travel agent partners by giving them the
tools to bring recent improvements to the cruise ship to life. VR
viewers let prospective customers take a tour of the remastered
spaces including the Queens Grill and Princess Grill suites and
restaurants, Carinthia Lounge and atrium. Agents interested in
receiving a viewer should contact the company via Facebook or
Twitter - @CUN_AgencySales

    SUMMER.
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THE USE of Bluetooth/Wi-Fi sensors has helped Dublin Airport to efficiently manage
queues for greater processing efficiency and to display real-time wait times, to
improve traveller experience. 
To help monitor and handle the increasing passenger numbers smoothly and

efficiently, the airport enlisted the help of Lockheed Martin to design and implement
the BlipTrack solution from Denmark-based BLIP Systems.
The data allows the airport to respond promptly and effectively if lines are

becoming congested, to ultimately reduce processing times. In addition, the data
is used to provide minute-by-minute live forecasts of waiting times for the
remaining hours of the day. It enables the airport to adjust plans if expected wait
times deviate from original forecasts, preventing queue build-up and avoiding
potential KPI violations.
The airport's technology projects manager, John Seely, said: “We have deployed

the technology at our key pinch points throughout our airport, including security and
immigration. We use the information to help resource our operation on the day and to
identify pinch points and potential passenger build ups. The predictive data has
proved to be very accurate, and is used by the staff to monitor the operation and is
also the queue time that is displayed on our mobile application and monitors around
the airport."
David Nugent, Terminal Two operations manager at the airport, said: “It tells us

how many passengers have passed through a point at a given time, which gives us an
exact real-time piece of information about how long it took a group of passengers to
pass from one point to another. This effectively ensures that every passenger who
comes through the building gets to their gate on time, and that their flight departs on
time, giving them the best experience that they possible can have."
The system has helped the airport to ensure that their passengers spend no

longer than half an hour in the queue for security checks. 

AeroMobile expands inflight
3G connectivity 

AEROMOBILE HAS announced the
launch of its first connected Airbus
A350 with Singapore Airlines.
The inaugural long-haul flight for

the newly-connected aircraft flew
from Singapore to Amsterdam's
Schiphol Airport and, through the
partnership, enables customers to
use their own mobile devices while
inflight. Further A350s entering the
airline’s fleet will also be fitted with
the 3G inflight connectivity service.
The registered mobile network

operator, which provides technology
that allows the safe use of
passengers' mobile phones on
aircraft, currently has roaming
agreements with more than 335
network operators globally in more
than 145 countries. Since its launch,
the company has seen more 
than 40 million passengers attach to
its network.
For more information visit
aeromobile.net

Dublin Airport speeds up security with Sensor Technology

ENJOY BRITAIN’S LONGEST  SUMMER.

GIBRALTAR. IT’S BUSINESS AS USUAL - BRITAIN’S PLACE IN THE SUN AWAITS.
With 30 degree average summer temperature, a UNESCO world heritage 
site offering 120,000 years of human history and only 2.5 hours from the UK, 
where else can you relax in the heat of the Mediterranean, enjoy the warmth 
of the British Gibraltarians and splash out VAT-free in Sterling? 
Gibraltar. Sun, sea and history served with a very British twist

For further information call: Gibraltar Tourist Board +44 207 836 0777
or download a brochure at info@gibraltar.gov.uk or visit www.gibraltar.gov.uk #VISITGIBRALTAR
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On weekends I like to... 
Watch my three-year-old daughter
in her swimming lesson, drop off my
older daughter at her dance
rehearsal, and hear about my son’s
football training antics and Sunday
matches. Weekends are a different
kind of busy in our house!

How do you relax?
I really like my sleep and if I can
sneak a nap, I will. 

What’s your favourite gadget? 
The kettle. I drink tea constantly
and will always have a cup on the
go. I’m also a massive hot chocolate
fan and am famous for drinking it
whatever the weather – even on the
beach in the hot sunshine.

What's your favourite movie or TV
programme? 
It has to be Downton Abbey. I’m a

huge fan and was so
disappointed when

it finished. I’m
convinced I
was born in the

wrong era….I
would love to have
been a Lady Mary,
although,
knowing my luck,
I would have
been
downstairs.

What is the
last picture
you took on
your phone? 
Pictures on
our recent
Voyages to
Antiquity fam
trip. I’ve just
returned from
a five-night trip

with a group of agents and
operators. We went to some
beautiful places including
Carcassonne, Saint Paul de Vence
and the Pope’s Palace in Avignon in
France.

What is the strangest thing you
have ever eaten? 
I’m really not that adventurous with
food unfortunately. I tried goat’s
cheese for the first time on the
recent fam trip in France and that’s
as good as it gets for me.

What has been your most
extravagant purchase? 
Probably our family holiday to
Hawaii in 2013. I was competing as
part of my acappella chorus at the
International Barbershop
Championships in Honolulu and I
took the family along with me.

What's been your latest DIY
project?
Clearing out the loft and selling
everything we found at car boot
fairs. We had so much stuff - mainly
baby clothes and old toys. 

What's your most embarrassing
moment? 
I was doing a product presentation
to a room of 200 travel agents and
accidently mixed up the
pronunciation of a famous waterfall
with a rather rude phrase which left
me completely mortified. Despite
going bright red I managed to carry
on hoping that not many had picked
up on it but I don’t think I got away
with it. I left rather quickly
afterwards. 

What's the best compliment
you've received? 
Probably being approached for this
job.

My greatest strength is...  
Staying busy. I find it difficult to not
have something to work on whether
it be planning the family holiday or
the latest fundraising event for the
chorus, and I guess that’s something

I take with me in to my work life. I
like to know that I am working
towards achieving something no
matter how big or small.

My one weakness is.... 
Chocolate. I will quite happily bury
my head in a tin full of Cadbury’s
Roses. I am constantly reminded by
my family about the Christmas when
I ate all the kids’ selection boxes
before Christmas Day and had to
dash out to buy more on Christmas
Eve.  

What gives you the greatest
satisfaction?  
Spending time with my family
laughing and playing around. We’ve
had some lovely days with the kids
playing in the paddling pool
recently.

What’s your favourite quote? 
Life is what you make it! You are in
charge of your own destiny and if
you don’t seek out opportunity
you’ll never achieve your true
potential. 

Head of groups & partnerships, 
Voyages to Antiquity 

Michelle
Daniels 
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turkey

Bodrum beckons Brits in bid to beat tourism downturn 
by PAUL SCUDAMORE
TURKEY IS not having the easiest of times; with political and military upheaval, civil
unrest, terrorist attacks and international outrage over its crackdown on the media
and journalists, and the resulting economic impact across all industries, particularly
tourism.

That said, it seems those Brits who have developed a love affair with the country
and its people are determined not to be put off from continuing with their holiday
plans. They are still going there in their thousands, with most of them understandably
avoiding the perceived trouble hotspots such as Istanbul and Ankara.

This brings us to the well-established resort area of Bodrum, with its fabulous
peninsula location and coastline, great history, culture, architecture, cuisine and
overwhelming natural hospitality of its people.

The city is difficult to fault, and with its imposing castle overlooking two bays it
offers everything from a choice of five-star international hotels to boutique properties
and family-run establishments, a thriving pedestrianised centre with shops, bars and
restaurants, a lively nightlife and a harbour front with a multitude of sailing options.

Earlier this summer on a Turkish Tourist Office-hosted press group visit to explore
the area, the message was clear – despite all the troubles it was business as usual on
the tourist front, although numbers were clearly down, and hotels were responding by
cutting margins to attract guests.

As an example, the five-star La Blanche resort hotel near the beachfront town of
Turgutreis, some 18km from Bodrum, is doing all it can to welcome tourists, and
particularly the family market. The all-inclusive property has 362 rooms, a huge
lagoon swimming pool, private beach, five restaurants, bars, tennis court, spa and a
dedicated children’s mini-water park.

As an example of prices, a September 15 departure for a week with Thomson
Platinum including flights from Gatwick and transfers costs £502.
For details on the destination visit gototurkey.co.uk
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PEGASUS AIRLINES took delivery of the
first aircraft of its 100 Airbus order.
Originally made in 2012, the aircraft
order was the single largest in Turkish
civil aviation history at the time and
marked the launch of a new era for 
the airline. 

Speaking recently at the delivery
ceremony, Mehmet T. Nane, the airline's
CEO, said: “We’re delighted to be taking
delivery of the first of our ‘New Engine
Option’ (neo) aircraft from the A320 and

A321 series. Our aircraft order for 100
Airbus A320neo and A321neo to the
value of approximately US$12billion
marks the launch of the second major
era of growth in our history. 

"With our new aircraft we will offer
our guests an unrivalled travel
experience and, as we receive more
deliveries, we will set a new benchmark
in flight comfort, seamlessness and
ease across our entire fleet. Our new
aircraft will power our continued growth

and will also contribute to the growth of
the tourism and trade sectors and foster
the economic growth in our country.”

The delivered A320neo aircraft TC-
NBA, named ‘Demokrasi’ (Democracy),
features CFM engines with benefits
including a reduction in fuel per seat
mile costs by 15% compared to its
counterparts, reduced emissions and a
quieter journey for guests.
Visit flypgs.com/en for more
information.

Pegasus takes first delivery of its 100 Airbus order, named Demokrasi
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THE MURAT Reis Ayvalik Hotel has launched its ‘Hello
Summer’ diving package in partnership with the Körfez
Diving Centre, to enable guests to discover the 
aquatic wonders and underwater landscapes on the
Aegean Coast. 

Famed for its white and red corals, Ayvalik offers a
rich underwater life - not dissimilar to that of the Red
Sea - and remains a popular centre for diving in Turkey,
with a large number of moray eels, grouper, octopus,
encrusting anemones and sea horses. 

To complement the crystal clear waters, the resort
has also announced that its white sanded beach was
recently awarded a blue flag. 

Package prices lead in at 345 euros based on two
sharing for four nights in a superior sea view room on a
bed-and-breakfast basis, including daily diving
excursions and a private shuttle boat transfer to Cunda
Island. The offer ends on September 19. 

turkey

LOCATED IN Antalya, Regnum Carya Golf & Spa Resort is a costal property that is ideal for large groups and families. With dedicated family
restaurants, pools and facilities including adventure parks, water parks, tennis courts, football pitches and in-house entertainment,
families will find plenty to keep them occupied. The property features 15 new luxury villas - two ‘King Villas’ and 13 ‘Baron Villas’, which
range from ocean view rooms in the heart of the hotel to the Golf Residences which sleep six. Stays in the Carya Golf Villas start from
£1,103 per night on an all-inclusive basis. Visit regnumhotels.com/en for details. 

Murat Reis Ayvalik dives into summer with new aquatic discovery package
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Attraction World promotes offers in Marmaris & Bodrum 
ATTRACTION WORLD has a range of special deals available in Marmaris and Bodrum to
offer additional value to a wide range of family activities. 

For the whole of the 2016 season, children aged seven to 12 can go for £1 on the
following excursions in Marmaris - ‘Turtle Beach by Boat’, ‘All Inclusive Boat Trip’ and
‘Dalyan by Boat' (including lunch), each costing £24 for adults, plus ‘Cruise the Blues Boat
Trip’ for £13 per adult. 

In Bodrum, ‘The Jeep Safari’ tour, which includes roundtrip transport, lunch and guide
fees, now comes with a free Turkish Bath and costs £52 for an adult and £28 for a child. In
addition, a half-day Milas Market tour also offers a free Turkish Bath and costs £18 per
adult and £11 per child.

Message of normality for this year’s
tours from Peter Sommer Travels 
PETER SOMMER Travels has imparted a message of normality
for tours planned to take place this year.

The company's managing director, Peter Sommer, said: "We
are continuing to prepare for all of our tours and gulet cruises
in Turkey this year to go ahead as originally planned. Naturally,
we are monitoring the situation, consulting with our local
contacts and following the UK government's official travel
advice. We have just had a private gulet charter finish on the
turquoise coast of Turkey which was greatly enjoyed by all. It
wasn’t in the least bit affected by recent political and other
events. At this point in time we don’t expect any significant
impact in the coastal areas where we offer trips. The only key
difference we have experienced to date is that everything is
quieter, with fewer boats about in the bays and coves and
fewer people at the sites.”

Packages available this autumn include ‘Walking and
Cruising the Lycian Shore’. Led by Sommer himself, the 15-day
walking and archaeological tour strolls along Roman roads,
traces the routes of 2,000 year-old aqueducts and visits ancient
sites such as the historic ruins of Sidyma and the lost city 
of Phellos. 

Departing on October 1 and complemented by a traditional
gulet cruise, the tour costs from £3,775 per person based on
two sharing and includes 14 nights’ full board accommodation,
expert-led excursions and transfers. 

Meanwhile, an eight-day ‘Walking and Cruising the Carian
Coast’ combines a traditional gulet cruise along the Carian
coast with walks along the Carian Trail.

Guests can discover quiet coves, forgotten valleys and
waterfalls, and tuck into Turkish food as it is prepared on board
by the gulet’s crew. 

The tour departs on October 8 and costs from £2,225 based
on two sharing including seven nights’ full board
accommodation, excursions and transfers. Prices 
exclude flights.
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OLU DENIZ is one of the busiest beach resorts on the Turquoise
Coast of south-western Turkey and home to the UNESCO protected
Blue Lagoon. Located close to the beach, a seven-night breakfast
stay at the four-star Liberty Hotels Olu Deniz is currently available
with Monarch for £299 per person. It is based on two adults
sharing for an October 16 departure from Birmingham Airport.
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SOON TO offer an alpine retreat in the Austrian mountains, Blumen Haus Lech is opening its doors on December 1. Prices lead in at
approximately £2,000 per suite, per night including a bottle of Pol Roger Rose Brut Champagne on arrival; Indigo ski equipment and
servicing; daily breakfast, lunch, afternoon tea and a la carte dinner; mini-bar; transfers to and from ski lifts; and complimentary use of
the sauna, steam room, swimming pool, Technogym and infrared cabin facilities. Visit blumenhauslech.com for details. 

Saga extends summer with October river cruises through Austria
SAGA IS offering a selection of October river cruises with several sailings including one- and two-night breaks for
guests to make the most of the destinations and late sunshine.
‘Journey Through the Iron Gates’ is a roundtrip cruise from Austria to Bulgaria on Filia Rheni II, and offers the

chance to stay in the Mercure Grand Hotel Biedermeier in Vienna for two extra nights. 
A nine-night break leads in at £1,399 departing on October 1, with a choice of departures from Aberdeen,

Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Heathrow, Manchester and Norwich airports.
On a ‘Salzburg and the Beautiful Wachau Valley’ option, guests can discover Salzburg with a two-night stay in the

Wyndham Grand Salzburg Conference Centre, a 15-minute walk from the Mirabell Gardens which featured in the
Sound of Music. 
Embarking on the Filia Rheni II, guests cruise along one of the prettiest stretches of the Danube – the Wachau

Valley - and stop in historic towns and cities including medieval Krems and baroque Vienna. 
A nine-night option leads in at £999 departing on October 21 from Aberdeen, Birmingham, Bristol, Edinburgh,

Heathrow, Manchester and Newcastle airports.
Package prices include wine, beer and soft drinks with lunch and dinner on the ship; a welcome cocktail party and

captain’s dinner; porterage; optional travel insurance; and additional cancellation rights or a discount if clients have
their own insurance.
For details call 0800-300 400 or visit saga.co.uk/rivercruises

austria

FOR THE 2016/17 ski season, new
flight routes from British Airways
and Monarch to Innsbruck will make
it quicker and easier for travellers to
reach the mountains.
From December 4, BA is

introducing a direct flight to
Innsbruck from Heathrow Terminal
5, giving skiers two options with the
airline, including the current route
out of Gatwick. 
Innsbruck is a gateway to some of

the best skiing in the heart of the
Austrian Alps with iconic ski resorts
such as Alpbach, Obergurgl,

Mayrhofen and St. Anton a short
transfer away. The Tirolean capital is
also a popular city break destination
for skiers and non-skiers, and the
service will launch in time for the
city’s Christmas markets. 
Flights will operate four times

weekly during winter and twice
weekly in summer, with return fares
starting from £88 per person in 
Euro Traveller.
Monarch Airlines is also launching

a new direct route from Birmingham
to Innsbruck as part of its winter
2016/17 schedule, with the first

outbound flight on December 29. 
The carrier will now fly from

Birmingham, Gatwick and
Manchester to Innsbruck with flights
starting from £39 (one-way) based
on March 2017 departures.
In other news from the region,

those heading to the slopes of St.
Anton am Arlberg this winter will
find themselves in the largest inter-
linked ski area in Austria, with
access to 305km of marked ski runs,
following the installation of the new
Flexenbahn lift between
Stuben/Rauz and Zürs. 

New routes increase accessibility to Austrian Tirol for ski season
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SuperBreak adds new Austrian hotels
SUPERBREAK HAS added six new hotels in Vienna to its
portfolio of properties in Austria. 
Introduced to meet the growing demand for holidays to

the city, the new additions bring the total now featured by
the operator to 17. 
The company, which offers commission, gives agents the

option to book either accommodation-only or flight
inclusive packages with full ATOL protection.
A flight inclusive package in late November costs from

£218 per person staying for three nights at the four-star
Prinz Eugen Hotel on a bed-and-breakfast basis, including
flights from Gatwick to Vienna.
New hotels offered through the company for a three-

night stay include the four-star Roomz Hotel from £90
room-only; the three-star Star Inn Hotel Wien Schönbrunn,
with bed-and-breakfast from £101; the four-star Zeitgeist
Vienna Hauptbahnhof Hotel on bed-and-breakfast from
£140; the four-star Prinz Eugen Hotel on bed-and-breakfast
from £94.50; the four-star NH Wien Airport Hotel from
£203.50; and the four-star Derag Livinghotel Kaiser Franz
Joseph on bed-and-breakfast from £131. Prices are per
person and are based on stays during early November.
For more information call 01904-436000 or visit
superbreak.com/agents
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HOTEL TANNENHOF is a five-star boutique hotel located in the
Nasserein area of St Anton am Arlberg. The retreat has developed
a new five-night detox programme featuring specially designed
spa treatments and guidance for guests in how to retrain the
body’s digestive system. To accompany the programme, two Yoga
sessions with a private tutor are included, as well as two hikes
with private walking guides. Prices start from £3,960 for two
people on a full-board basis. Visit hoteltannenhof.net for details. 

Travel talks

IHAVE A large head. I don’t mean that I’m soconceited that I have trouble getting through
doorways. I mean that I have trouble finding hats

that fit. Also, as there is so much surface area to
cover, there just aren’t enough hair follicles to go
around… 
Sometimes I wish that I could compare my skull

with others. Do I have a large skull, or is it just
well insulated? I guess, just like one of my other
bucket-list entries - licking one of my elbows - I’m
not going to find out unless I survive a major
medical trauma.
Happily, there are places where I can compare

the sizes of other peoples’ skulls, such as the
charnel house (bone house) at St Michael’s Chapel
in Hallstatt, Austria. 
Hallstatt is a UNESCO heritage site, possibly

one of the oldest inhabited settlements in Europe,
has spectacular postcard views and, most
importantly, a room containing more than 1,200
skulls.
Graveyards have finite space, so sometimes

graves have to be reused. When this happens, the
remains are removed from the old grave and
placed in the charnel house as part of a second
funeral.
Around 600 of the skulls at Hallstatt have been

decorated and most of these unusual art objects
date from the end of the 18th century. Decorative
painting or inscriptions were used to identify the
remains, while the remainder that didn’t have any
strong family ties with the living were just left
unmarked.
Skull painting isn’t unique to Hallstatt, it

happened throughout the eastern Alpine region.
However, Hallstatt is the largest collection still in
existence. Entry to the charnel is €1.50 and it is
open daily, although it will be closed from
November until May next year. Travellers can stop
off at Hallstatt as part of the Romantic Road Trip
of Austria. 
Visit http://bit.ly/2aUDHKB for more information

on the route. 
Perhaps I should donate my skull to Hallstatt,

although the artist would have to quote for
materials by the square yard. 

When holidaying in
Austria, why not
‘head’ on over to
Hallstatt?

by John Guinn
, holiday resea

rcher

Our regular guest columnist, John Guinn, runs Holiday
Hut and regularly contributes to UK Health Radio.
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Innsbruck offers free hiking programme for guests to get back to nature
ALL VISITORS to Innsbruck and its 25 holiday villages can take part in the Innsbruck mountain hiking programme.
Guest cards, which are distributed at check-in, offer hikers the opportunity to use a convenient bus transfer free of

charge so that they can be transferred from the hotel to a range of scenic hiking regions around Innsbruck. 
Other benefits of the programme include free rental equipment (hiking boots and backpack) and a personal guide from

AlpinSchule Innsbruck (ASI). 
Running until the end of October, a choice of several two- to five-hour guided hikes are available, most of which are

'combi hikes' to offer a choice between a gentle hike and one of moderate difficulty. Hikes can also be tailored to all
abilities. 
For those who still have the energy at the end of the day, lantern-lit walks with music are also available.
Meanwhile, for leisurely rambles, the tourism board recommends the Zirbenweg trail. Situated towards the south of the

city and high up on Innsbruck's Patscherkofel mountain, the trail takes its name from the plentiful pine stone trees along
the path. The Zirbenweg can be enjoyed by all family members, with the Patscherkofel cable cars carrying visitors up the
mountain to even and easy hiking paths.
Alternatively, Alpenpark Karwendel is located practically within the town limits of Innsbruck. Stretching across an area

of 730sq. km, it is the biggest nature park in Austria and rewards hikers and mountain bikers with unspoilt nature and rare
examples of mountain plants and wildlife. Within 20 minutes, the Nordkettenbahnen cable cars can take visitors up to the
unique alpine environment from the city centre.

austria

Austria launch from
Solos Holidays 

SOLOS HAS added
Ellmau/Going in Austria’s
largest interconnected
skiing area, the SkiWelt
Wilder-Kaiser Brixental,
which offers 279km of ski
pistes, for the 2016/17 ski
season. 
Prices, based on January

14 and March 11, 2017
departures, lead in at £999
per person including BA
flights from Gatwick,
transfers, half-board
accommodation at the four-
star Hotel Blattlhof, a
welcome drink and
information meeting, plus
the services of a tour leader. 
For more information call
0844-371 8860 or visit
solosholidays.co.uk

A NEW mini-moon package at Hotel
Aurelio in Lech is to launch this
December for the winter season.
The new romantic getaway includes

three nights’ full board accommodation,
private helicopter transfers, a private ski
instructor, a daily 60-minute massage,
candle-lit gourmet dinner and private
access to the spa with canapes, bubbles
and dinner on one evening. A bottle of
Champagne and a fruit basket are also
provided for guests on arrival.   
The hotel sits in a ski-in, ski-out

location overlooking the village, and is
formed of three traditional wooden
buildings, including the Aurelio
Clubhouse - an exclusive eight-bedroom
chalet. The spa offers herbal steam
rooms, saunas, a gym, treatment rooms,
a large chill-out area and a 23m pool.  
The mini-moon package costs from

11,800 Euros per room based on 
two sharing an Aurelio Suite on a half-
board basis.

For more information visit
aureliolech.com

Hotel Aurelio launches mini-moon package on the slopes
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Book early to save on
ski 2016/17 with

Lagrange
LAGRANGE HOLIDAYS is
offering a selection of early
booking discounts on
selected dates and
accommodation throughout
the French Alps and
Pyrenees for winter
2016/17, with something to
suit winter sports
enthusiasts of all tastes
and budgets. 
The ski-in/ski-out Les

Chalets Edelweiss
apartments in Plagne
1800, in the expansive La
Plagne ski domain, are
ideally situated in the heart
of the resort and selected
accommodation types have
a 15% discount if booked
before August 29 and a
10% discount if booked
before September 26 for
stays between January 7
and February 4 and March
and April 22, which
includes the Easter
holidays. 
Prices start from £539

per apartment, per week,
based on accommodation-
only if booked before
August 29.
For more information

call 020-7371 6111 or visit
lagrange-holidays.co.uk

Simply Sweden promotes new luxury wilderness short break
SIMPLY SWEDEN is offering a new luxury break in the Arctic wilderness for exclusive sale
by the travel trade.
Fjellborg Arctic Lodge, on the shores of Lake Väkärä in Swedish Lapland, is the base for

this tailor-made two- or three-night break. Up to eight guests can book sole use of the
homestead, which has a large living area, dining room and an outdoor Jacuzzi. The Master
Cabin sleeps up to eight in four bedrooms.
The action starts from the moment guests land, racing their own husky team to the

remote lodge. Ice-fishing, snowshoeing, ice-sculpting workshops and visits to the local
Sami village to find out about their nomadic way of life are among the experiences that can
be arranged, with agents earning 10% commission. 
A two-night stay costs from £3,695 per adult, based on two sharing, and £2,195 per child

(aged 12 years and under). 
A three-night stay costs from £5,065 per adult, based on two sharing, and £3,175 per

child. Prices include flights in SAS Plus Class to Kiruna via Stockholm, full board,
transfers, all excursions, free Wi-Fi and warm outdoor clothing.
To book or for further iformation call 01427-700115 or visit simplysweden.co.uk
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INGHAMS HAS launched its new Ski
2016/17 brochure which features two new
resorts, Montgenèvre and Courmayeur; new
short breaks; two new flight routes; new
hotels, plus Muotka Wilderness Lodge 
in Lapland. 
The programme features 91 resorts with

flights from 25 regional airports across the
UK. In addition, the company is offering a
‘free night’s stay’ at New Year for all guests
staying in chalets and chalet hotels.
The company's chief operating officer,

Paul Carter, said: “I am pleased to launch
the new programme for next winter. We’re
very excited to expand our remit in France
adding Montgenèvre, offering our guests
more flexibility with our expanded short
breaks programme and introducing 
many new partner hotels in Austria, Italy
and France. 
"Winter 2016/17 is the best year to ski at

New Year with fantastic savings including
lift pass and ski hire offers. We are looking
forward to another successful winter
season and we are hoping to raise the 
bar even higher on the service we offer 
our guests.”

For more information visit
inghams.co.uk/ski-holidays or 
call 01483-791114.

‘Live Every Moment’ with Inghams' 2016/17 ski brochure
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JET2.COM has expanded its ski programme for 2016/17 with new destinations and flights.  
A total of 47 weekly flights operating to eight top ski destinations are being offered

including to Andorra (Barcelona), Geneva, Grenoble, Lyon, Salzburg, Turin and Verona, plus
new for 2016/17, Sofia in Bulgaria. In total, more than 230,000 seats will be available, a
50% increase on last season.  
Key programme developments include, from Edinburgh, the new destination of Turin and

more flights to Geneva, including a new Sunday service, Salzburg and Verona; from East
Midlands, a choice of two new routes to Grenoble and Salzburg plus four weekly flights to
Geneva; from Glasgow, two new destinations Geneva and Grenoble, offering three flights
per week; from Leeds Bradford, ten flights weekly including six to Geneva and the new
destination of Grenoble; from Manchester, a choice of 20 weekly flights to seven ski
destinations, including a new route to Sofia, plus eight weekly flights to Geneva for the first
time; and from Newcastle, the new destination of Grenoble.
Steve Heapy, CEO of Jet2.com and Jet2holidays, said: “We really mean business with our

newly expanded ski programme, giving our customers access to 80 of the best resorts in
Europe. With this growth, plus our friendly flight times and industry leading baggage
allowance, I’m confident even more people will slope off with us next season.”
Jet2.com ski flights start from £36 one-way including taxes.  

wintersports

DECEMBER SEES the opening of a new state-of-the-art gondola in the heart of France's Val d'Isère
resort. The opening of the Solaise Gondola is the final phase of the two-year 16million Euro
redevelopment of Solaise, one of the resort's two iconic mountains, reached from the front de neige
base area. During the course of this summer, the old Solaise Express chair-lift and Solaise cable-car
were dismantled. In their place will be a ten-person gondola with 91 cabins, complete with heated
seats and Wi-Fi. The new gondola will increase capacity by 40% and can carry up to 3,600 passengers
per hour. 

New deals from
Club Med

CLUB MED is offering a
range of deals including
savings of £140 per adult
and £1,029 per child for
stays at Aime La Plagne in
France. 
A seven-night break

departing on December 18
from Edinburgh costs £1,259
per adult and £1,029 per
child, with kids under four
years staying free. 
Alternatively, a seven-

night stay in Italy's Cervinia
leads in at £1,509 per adult
(saving £170) and £1,245 per
child (saving £134), based on
a December 18 departure
from Gatwick.

skiIceland showcases
destinations appeal 

LAUNCHED BY the
Scandinavian Travel group
this year, skiIceland is
highlighting Iceland’s appeal
to ski enthusiasts this
winter. 
Ski holidays can include

hunting the Northern Lights,
glacier hiking, whale-
watching with ski resorts
and slopes that overlook the
fjords and skiing from
mountain top to sea level.
The area is also able to offer
heli-skiing and cat-skiing
holidays, plus excursions for
hardcore winter sports
enthusiasts.
Skiing in Iceland starts

from £1,620 per person,
based on two sharing and
travelling from the UK. As
well as skiing in the resorts
around Akureyri, the five-
night stay includes horse-
riding across black sand
beaches, a tour of the
volcanic wonders of the
Myvatn area - including hot
springs - and a night hunting
the Northern Lights. 
Visit ski-iceland.co.uk for
more information.

BALKAN HOLIDAYS is offering a number of
incentives to help clients seeking a ski or
snowboard break on a budget at the three
Bulgarian resorts of Bansko, Pamporovo
and Borovets.
The company’s sales and marketing

manager, Chris Rand, said: “Family ski
holidays to Bulgaria will still be great value
for money this winter. We are offering lots
of free child places at selected hotels in the
resort and there are also discounts of up to
50% off per child sharing with two full
paying adults. Other booking incentives
include free junior ski club or ski services
in Bansko and a free place in the ski
kindergarten or free lift pass in Pamporovo.
“These offers all contribute towards

making Bulgaria the most cost-effective
country to learn to ski next year. Prices in
resort also continue to be low, with a meal
for a family of four costing around £30.”

Clients can also save money by taking
advantage of early booking discounts and
pre-booking ski services.
Prices lead in at £244 per person for

seven nights at the self-catering Castle
Apartments in Pamporovo, flying from
Heathrow in March 2017, based on six
people sharing.
For further information see
balkanholidays.co.uk/agents or call 020-
7543 5555.

Largest ski programme launch from Jet2.com 

Balkan highlights Bulgaria for clients seeking a budget ski break  
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FOLLOWING THE success of its CLUB
Chalet concept, VIP SKI is offering 
a new CLUB Chalet to the portfolio, VIP
CLUB Aspen.
The new chalet is located in the heart

of Val d’Isere, just 250m from the piste,
Clients can reserve rooms at the chalet
which also offer chefs and a more flexible
menu plan, as well as canapé receptions
every evening, complimentary beer and
wine, daily breakfast and cleaning.

A holiday in VIP CLUB Aspen has been
designed to offer guests the best of both
worlds - the fun atmosphere of a club-
hotel with the intimacy and exclusivity of
a private chalet. Along with ten en suite
rooms, the chalet offers two living
rooms, a large dining room, TV, DVD
player, music system, games console
and Wi-Fi throughout. Guests also have
access to the concierge service and the
main reception lounge on the ground
floor with a cinema screen, pool table,
complimentary internet screens, draft
beer and coffee bar, plus three
communal hot tubs on the terrace.
As an example of packages, prices

start from £869 per person based on two

sharing, including flights from Gatwick;
coach transfers; accommodation;
catered chalet board of cooked
breakfast, afternoon tea, a three-course
evening meal on six nights followed by
cheese board and coffee and mints;
house wine; Champagne on arrival and
canapés on six nights; wake up drinks;
and complimentary toiletries. 
Guests can also choose to book valet

parking, private transfers and childcare,
and discounts of £100 per person are
available as an early booking incentive
on selected ‘saver’ weeks through 
the season.
To book or for further information call
020-8875 1957 or see vip-chalets.com 
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We asked our staff the following question this week:

What store do you shop at the most?

Crossword:
Across: 1. JAL, 3. GAELIC, 7. SIENA, 8. NADIA, 9. STAR, 10. MAUI, 12. RODA, 14. PROM, 17. SAVOY, 18. LILLE, 19.
GREECE, 20. ACT. 
Down: 1. JUSTIN ROSE, 2. LEEDS, 3. GRAHAM, 4. ETNA, 5. INDIA, 6. DAVID BRENT, 11. TRALEE, 13. DOVER, 15. MELIA,
16. TYNE. 
Highlighted Word: JAMAICA
Where Am I?: The Church of the Savior on Spilled Blood, St Petersburg, Russia
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New CLUB Chalet in Val d’Isere from VIP SKI offers £100 saving on early bookings
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Mallorca

Legendary holiday memories await at the fi rst 
“fun-inclusive” themed resort in Mallorca, Spain. 
The ultimate family holiday begins where time 
stands still and imagination runs free.

Book now at meliapro.com
call 0207 391 3073

or contact your travel agent

      13:53
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https://www.melia.com/travelagents
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http://www.classic-collection.co.uk/
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